The effectiveness of chaos control in large systems increases with the number of control sites. We find that electric field induced wave emission from heterogeneities (WEH) in the heart gives a unique opportunity to have as many control sites as needed. The number of pacing sites grows with the amplitude of the electric field. We demonstrate that WEH has important advantages over methods used in clinics, and opens a new way to manipulate vortices in experiments, and potentially to radically improve the clinical methods of chaos control in the heart. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.208101 PACS numbers: 87.19.Hh, 87.50.Rr Scattering and re-emission of waves by heterogeneities, induced by an acoustic or electromagnetic field, provides an important tool to investigate and control physical systems. We show that wave emission from heterogeneities (WEH) induced by periodic pulses of an electric field provides a powerful method of terminating chaos in the heart.
Scattering and re-emission of waves by heterogeneities, induced by an acoustic or electromagnetic field, provides an important tool to investigate and control physical systems. We show that wave emission from heterogeneities (WEH) induced by periodic pulses of an electric field provides a powerful method of terminating chaos in the heart.
In a normal heart, regular waves of electric depolarization of the cellular membrane propagate to trigger the mechanical contractions. Cardiac chaos during lifethreatening arrhythmias is typically initiated by highfrequency rotating waves (spirals). The methods used in clinics are based either on a high intensity electric shock (defibrillation, 4000 V, 15 A when applied through the body), or on trains of low amplitude pulses (anti tachycardia pacing, ATP). Both methods have drawbacks: defibrillation shocks are potentially damaging; ATP fails to terminate high-frequency arrhythmias and developed chaos (fibrillation) [1] .
Defibrillation requires a very high energy because it aims at terminating all waves indiscriminately. An approach to selectively terminate only rotating waves [2, 3] involves unpinning a rotating wave anchored to an anatomical heterogeneity by applying a properly phased electric field pulse. Experiments show that this method requires an energy 20 times smaller than a defibrillation shock [4] . But only a single rotating wave can be removed because distinct spirals have different phases.
It is well known that the effectiveness of chaos control in big systems increases with the number of control electrodes [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . But connecting many electrodes is damaging to the heart. We found that WEH allows us to overcome this problem. The key feature is that the number and position of WEH wave emitting sites can be regulated by the electric field. This makes WEH capable of terminating multiple rotating waves, and opens new possibilities for termination of high-frequency tachycardias and fibrillation, contrary to ATP. The mechanism used by WEH is pacing (from multiple sites). So the pulse energy required is just the energy needed for initiating excitation locally; it could be several orders of magnitude less than that needed for defibrillation.
It is likely that defibrillation terminates all propagating waves by using the same mechanism of WEH, but with a single high-energy pulse recruiting many spatial heterogeneities, down to very small scales. In this sense, defibrillation is a limiting case of WEH with only one pulse, and a very high energy.
WEH is based on the fact that an electric field changes the membrane potential of cardiac cells near conductivity heterogeneities. This phenomenon is known in cardiology as virtual electrodes or secondary sources, e.g., see Refs. [10 -14] . The depolarization induced by a uniform electric field can be computed by solving the equation, obtained by linearizing the full cardiac equations around the resting potential, V rest :
where e is the difference between the membrane potential, V, and the resting potential, V rest , and , the electrotonic length, is of order 1 mm. Equation (1) must be solved with the boundary conditions: er ! 0 when jrj ! 1 and re E r n 0 on the boundary of the obstacle, where E is the applied electric field. For details in the derivation of the reduced model and boundary conditions, see [2] . A more precise calculation using the bidomain approach [10] would lead to qualitatively similar results (see [2, 3] ). The solution can be explicitly determined in the case of a circular obstacle of radius R:
where (r, ) are the coordinates of r in a polar coordinate system. The largest depolarization (largest value of e) is located on the circle: e Max ÿK 1 R==K 0 1 R=E. It is seen [ Fig. 1(f) ] that the smaller the obstacle size R, the smaller is the induced voltage e.
This observation suggests a way to control the number of wave emitting sites by changing the amplitude E of electric field. A heterogeneity can emit a wave only if the voltage e induced by an external electric field exceeds the excitation threshold e th . Thus, increasing the applied field E results in increasing the number of wave emitting sites in cardiac tissue, where heterogeneities of different sizes are present. Obstacles of size much smaller than trigger wave formation only for very high applied electric field, whereas larger size obstacles emit waves with a small electric field (much smaller than the defibrillation threshold).
To check these ideas, we performed numerical simulations of the cardiac equations, using the Luo-Rudy (LR) model [15] describing the membrane potential, e, and ionic currents in the cardiac cell. The parameters were modified as in [16] .
The partial differential equations were solved in a 2-dimensional domain with no flux boundary conditions, with a second order Runge-Kutta integrator; the time step is t 0:05 ms. Finite differences are used; the mesh size is x 0:225 mm. The coupling heterogeneities are represented by domains of simple shape (circular or elliptic), where the coupling, and hence the diffusion constant, are very much reduced: D in D=1000, where D 1 cm 2 =s is the diffusion constant in the medium. The sharp discontinuity in the diffusion coefficient effectively leads to the boundary condition at the surface of the obstacles discussed above. Trains of electric field pulses 10 ms duration were applied. Other details can be found in [2, 3] . Figure 1 illustrates modifying the number and positions of pacing sites by changing the electric field. The tissue shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c) contains four circular obstacles, of radii 0.32 cm, 0.24 cm, 0.16 cm, and 0.12 cm. The smallest field [E 0:5 V=cm, Fig. 1(a) ] induces a wave from the largest heterogeneity only. A slightly higher field, E 0:55 V=cm, triggers a wave from the two larger obstacles, Fig. 1(b) . At E 0:8 V=cm, waves are generated from the 4 heterogeneities.
The effect of the electric field on obstacles of elongated shapes is illustrated in Figs For an ellipse, the depolarization can be completely determined in the limit ! 1. Indeed, in this case, Eq. (1) reduces to the Laplace equation, which can be solved by conformal transformations. Consider an ellipse E of semiaxes a and b, with an angle between the x-axis and the semiaxis a. Without any loss of generality, we take the electric field parallel to the x-axis. The conformal transformation,
with
The largest value of e is located on the ellipse [ expi a b=2], at an angle given by tan ÿ
1=2 . When 0 (electric field parallel to the large axis), e Max 0 Eb, whereas when =2, (the electric field parallel to the small semiaxis), e Max Ea.
The strong dependence of the maximum value of the depolarization on the angle diminishes when the value of decreases. In the limit ! 0, an elementary boundary layer calculation shows that the largest value of the depolarization is e Max E, independent of the shape and of the orientation of the obstacle. Figure 1 demonstrates that (i) increasing the intensity of the electric field leads to wave emission from an increasingly large number of heterogeneities, and (ii) changing the orientation of the field leads to wave emission from different heterogeneities.
These results suggest to use WEH as a method of chaos control of waves in the heart. It is more effective than ATP and requires much less energy than the defibrillating shock.
ATP cannot suppress high-frequency arrhythmias (T < 250 ms) [1] . This fact has a simple physical origin. If the frequency of pacing waves is below the frequency of a wave source, the pacing waves cannot reach the wave source [17] since excitable waves annihilate under collisions. So, high-frequency pacing waves are needed to terminate high-frequency arrhythmias. But the highfrequency waves cannot propagate through heterogeneities with an increased restoration time (''refractoriness''): every third or second wave is blocked (decayed), a phenomenon known as Wenckebach rhythm transformation [18] . This effect leads to a quasiperiodic modulation of the size of the entrained domain at high frequency.
WEH is a way to overcome these limitations. It is well known that the closer a pacing site is situated to a (pathological) wave source, the easier it can be eliminated. WEH permits to deliver pacing from many pacing sites spread all over the tissue. The number of pacing sites is controlled by the field intensity. This makes possible wave emission from heterogeneities located close to the core of any rotating wave, contrary to ATP, which uses a fixed pacing electrode.
Thus, WEH can suppress high-frequency cardiac arrhythmias contrary to conventional ATP, Fig. 2 . Rotating waves were initiated in a 2-dimensional slab of tissue size 5:85 cm 6:75 cm containing multiple heterogeneities: a horizontal stripe (of width 0.45 cm) where G K 0:03525 mS=F, leading to a refractory period larger than the period of rotating waves, and 2 big and 6 small obstacles with radii: 3 mm (upper left); 3.6 mm (lower left); the small obstacles are 1 mm. Pulses of electric field 10 ms duration were delivered with period T 98 ms. Electric field E 1:1 V=cm induced waves from big and small obstacles, Figs. 2(A)(2-3) , and terminated all rotating waves, Fig. 2(A)(4) . In contrast, with E 0:6 V=cm, waves were induced only from 2 big obstacles, Figs. 2(B)(2,3) and rotating waves were not terminated, Fig. 2(B)(4) . Fourier spectra, Fig. 2(C) , show the underlying mechanism: the amplitude of the pacing frequency in the medium was much higher when many pacing sites were involved. WEH is thus better than ATP which uses one pacing site only.
Initiation of WEH waves in a more realistic model of heart muscle, cardiac myocytes in cell culture, is shown in Fig. 3(A) . Rat cardiac myocytes were prepared as in [19] to form a cell layer 22 mm diameter. WEH excitation waves were induced by electric field pulses and imaged using the fluorescent Ca i indicator Fluo-4. Comparing Figs. 3 (A,B,C) permits us to identify the naturally existing heterogeneities where the WEH waves were initiated; they are very different from oversimplified obstacles in Fig. 2 . Figure 3(B) shows mechanism of termination of a rotating wave by WEH wave trains: every pacing wave induces a shift of the wave tip, and when the tip reaches the medium boundary, the rotating wave is terminated. The experiment demonstrates that the electric field needed for WEH termination of a rotating wave is below the defibrillation threshold for this preparation. One single electric field pulse (corresponding to a defibrillation shock) never terminates the rotating wave while the train of pulses can.
Quantitative estimates can be obtained by comparing with experimental data. Unpinning [3] requires an electric filed E 1:2 V=cm [4], 5 times smaller than the defibrillation field. Unpinning needs the induced wave to propagate in one direction only. For this, the stimulus should be above the Maxwell level E M (in two variable models [20] ), or above the lower level of vulnerability (LLV) in cardiac tissue, while WEH requires a stimulus only above the excitation threshold E ex . In cardiac tissue, the excitation threshold E ex is 5-10 times smaller than LLV [21] . Thus, the pulse energy WEH may be 25-100 less than needed for unpinning (energy is proportional to E 2 ) and the electric field 0:25-0:12 V=cm. Since the defibrillation field is 5:6 V=cm, this means 500-2000 times less pulse energy. This is a simplified upper estimate; real gain may be an order of magnitude less since the pacing threshold increases with increasing the pacing frequency. Only experiments with real hearts can precisely determine the gains in energy.
In summary, wave emission from heterogeneities (WEH) in the heart opens a way for a multisite pacing that was not possible with conventional methods. This permits us to pace tissue at high frequencies, which was not possible with standard antitachycardia pacing (ATP). WEH is not limited to one reentry only, as for unpining [2 -4] . This may result in a new way to control vortices and chaos in the heart.
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